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At present the appearance of novel energy-saturated tractors of traction-energy concept requires not only new 
principles of their aggregating but also the method of assembling aggregates on their basis. Aim. To increase 
the efficiency of assembling soil-processing aggregates with traction and drive working units based on energy- 
saturated tractors of traction-energy concept. M ethods. The study involved the use of the methods of tractor 
theory, use of machines, field experimental investigations, statistical methods of processing study results, as 
well as methods of composing programs and numerical computations on PC. Results. The method of assem
bling soil-processing aggregates with traction and drive working units was suggested on the basis of technical 
information, available for a wide audience of specialists. Conclusions. The problem of assembling soil-pro
cessing aggregates with traction and drive working units on the basis of energy-saturated tractors of tractor- 
energy concept should be solved with the consideration of the suggested condition of useful power via traction, 
determined by the friction properties of a tractor, and the power which the tractor can actually transmit via a 
power take-off shaft or a hydrosystem.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern global agricultural production is characte
rized by a qualitatively new stage of technical re-equip
ment. More tractors of traction-energy concept appear 
at the European and global markets [1, 2]. Energy satu
ration of these tractors has a tendency to increase con
stantly [3]. At the same time, a share of soil-processing 
aggregates with traction and drive working units is in
creasing in agricultural machine-building as well [4]. 
The rational assembling of such aggregates on the basis 
of traction-energy concept tractors foresees the appli
cation of the effective engine capacity not only on the 
traction, but also on the active drive of working units or 
technological equipment.
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Therefore, the transfer of tractor energetics to trac
tion-energy concept foresees the use of one, two, and 
more shafts for power transfer to the drive of active 
units of the agricultural machinery (Fig. 1), which can 
transmit up to 90 % of engine capacity [5, 6]. In its es
sence, the aggregating tractor of tractor-energy concept 
is actually a traction-energy means with a differenti
ated system of power take-off.

As a rule, a soil-processing machine-tractor aggre
gate, assembled on the basis of an energy-saturated 
aggregating tractor of traction-energy concept fore
sees the presence of traction and drive working units 
of agricultural machines or other technological equip
ment (Fig. 1). In the mentioned aggregates, a tractor 
is not only a towing agent, but also a source of energy 
for agricultural machines, aggregated with it, which
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Fig. 1 . A tractor-drive soil-processing machine-tractor aggregate: 1 -  energy-saturated tractor of traction-energy concept; 2 -  
agricultural vehicle with traction and drive working units

allows solving the problem of efficient use o f its en
gine capacity.

At present the appearance of novel energy-saturated 
tractors of traction-energy concept requires not only 
new principles of their aggregating but also the method 
of assembling aggregates on their basis, as it is cur
rently problematic to use traditional methods while as
sembling soil-processing aggregates with traction and 
drive working units from a power take-off shaft or a 
hydrosystem of energy-saturated tractor [7, 8].

The reason of this problem lies in the fact that ac
cording to current classic methods of estimating the 
composition of aggregates with traction of working 
units from the power take-off shaft of the tractor, the 
limiting span of the aggregate is not taken into consid
eration. It is believed that their composition is condi
tioned by constructive possibilities of the drive from 
the power take-off shaft and working conditions. As a 
rule, traction resistance of a machine is calculated with 
the determination of traction resistance which is equal 
in its amount to the traction effort which a tractor could 
additionally develop due to the power, spent via the 
power take-off shaft [9].

In this respect, the use of traction characteristics of 
tractors is also problematic, the solution of issues of 
assembling traction-drive soil-processing aggregates 
requires building the characteristics (theoretical ones) 
for partial take-off of engine capacity of an energy-satu
rated tractor [10]. But while solving the tasks of assem
bling soil-processing aggregates with traction and drive 
working units, the value of power, spent to drive the lat
ter, may be unknown and depends on the span of equip
ment. As a rule, the latter is subject to substantiation.
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At the same time, to build a theoretical traction char
acteristic of modern tractors according to the classic 
method, the technical information, provided by plants, 
manufacturing tractors and agricultural machinery, is 
usually insufficient for engineering calculations [11].

Due to the abovementioned circumstances, the issue 
of assembling soil-processing aggregates with traction 
and drive working units on the basis of energy-saturat
ed tractors becomes urgent nowadays. The availability 
of a simple method of assembling the rational compo
sition of traction-drive soil-processing aggregates on 
the basis of energy-saturated tractors will allow main
taining the main principle of their rational assembling, 
which lies in reasonable selection of excessive engine 
capacity that is not used. At the end, it will ensure com
petitive agricultural production with minimal energy 
expenses for production mechanization processes.

Considering the problems of theory of traction-en
ergy concept tractor, some scientists come to the con
clusion that the issues of traction and energy balance 
require additional investigation [12].

While estimating the impact of the power [5], spent 
for the drive of active working units of agricultural 
machines, on the power balance and the coefficient of 
efficiency of the tractor aggregate, its value is consid
ered to be known (exogenous). However, in the tasks of 
selecting a traction-drive agricultural machine for the 
given tractor via the determination of the rational width 
of span of the aggregate, the value of the consumed 
power is unknown.

The monograph [13] presents the most complete ex
planation for the issues of calculating the power and 
energy indices of rotational combined soil-processing
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machines. The mentioned work is presented (and this 
is its obvious value) as a comprehensive study of soil
processing machines with traction-drive working units. 
Using the information, presented in the monograph, 
it is complicated to implement a simple algorithm of 
selecting the composition and working velocity of the 
traction-drive aggregate based on current technical in
formation, available for a wide audience of specialists.

The authors of several latest educational textbooks and 
publications [14-18] suggest a new method of calcula
tions on assembling machine-tractor aggregates based 
on current technical information with clear sequence 
of engineering computations. But the mentioned refer
ences consider the issues of assembling soil-processing 
aggregates with traction and drive working units based 
on energy-saturated tractors of traction-energy concept 
in a trivial and shallow way. Compared to the main 
provisions of theoretical and experimental studies of 
traction-drive combined soil-processing machines, 
stipulated in [13, 19-21], the method of their assess
ment and aggregating is very averaged.

In this article we present the method of assembling 
soil-processing aggregates with traction and drive 
working units based on energy-saturated tractors of 
traction-energy concept in a novel way.

The aim of the studies was to increase the efficiency 
of assembling soil-processing aggregates with trac
tion and drive working units based on energy-saturated 
tractors of traction-energy concept.

METHODS OF STUDIES

The study involved the use of the methods of trac
tor theory, use of machines, field experimental inves
tigations, statistical methods of processing the study 
results, as well as methods of composing programs and 
numerical computations on PC.

RESULTS OF STUDIES 
AND THEIR DISCUSSION

Assembling any machine-tractor aggregates presup
poses the selection of a tractor and agricultural ma
chines, aggregated with it. The assembled aggregates 
should ensure a required quality of a performed techno
logical operation, maximal performance and minimal 
consumption of fuel, i.e. minimum energy expenses 
in specific conditions. The mentioned aim may be 
achieved when a traction (or complete) coefficient of 
efficiency of a tractor, working in the structure of the 
aggregate, is close to the maximally possible one in the 
given conditions.

Meeting all the mentioned requirements (sometimes 
contradictory ones) is possible only in case of complex 
solution for assembling machine-tractor aggregates 
both at the stage of formation and in the immediate ex
ploitation conditions.

The initial moment in assembling any machine-trac
tor aggregate is selecting the optimal composition and 
velocity-wise regime of its work.

The statistical energy balance of the energy-saturated 
tractor is placed as the basis for the method of assem
bling soil-processing aggregates with the drive of ac
tive working units of agricultural machines from the 
power take-off shaft [5, 22]. It is known that in case 
of stable movement of a tractor along a horizontal part 
of a field, the balance of power in its composition is as 
follows:

Ne = Nf  + Ntr + NS + Npl + NPTO, (1)
where Ne -  effi cient tractor engine capacity; N , Nr, 
Ns -  capacity, which characterizes energy losses for 
overcoming the rolling resistance of the tractor, friction 
in transmission and sliding of its movers; Npl -  tractive 
power of the tractor; NPTO -  power, transmitted via the 
power take-off shaft or the hydrosystem of the tractor.

It is known from the theory of the tractor [22] that

Nf = f  ■ GV,
Ntr = Ne (1 -  nm\  (2)
NS = Ne ■ Vm ■ S

where G -  weight of the tractor, kN; V -  working veloc
ity of the aggregate movement, km-(h)-1; vm -  mechani
cal coefficient of effi ciency of tractor transmission; 
f  -  coeffi cient of the rolling resistance of the tractor 
wheels; S -  coefficient of sliding of the tractor movers.

Let us separate the useful (active) power (Na) in equa
tion (1) of the energy balance of the energy-saturated 
tractor which may be realized for the implementation 
of the technological process in the composition of a 
machine-tractor aggregate i.e. to overcome the trac
tion resistance of agricultural machines (Npl) and for 
the drive of their working units from the power take-off 
shaft or the hydrosystem (NPTO):

Na = Ne -  Nf  -  Nr -  N,  (3)

Certainly, the power, needed for the work of the ag
gregate should not exceed Na(Na > Nun).

Taking dependences (1) and (2) into consideration, 
the equation (3) will look as follows:

Na = Ne ■ Vm ■ (1-S) - f  ■ G V> Nu,  (4)
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The power Nun, required for the work of the traction- 
drive aggregate in the agrotechnically possible range of 
movement velocities (V . ,...,V ), consists of traction 
power and power, transmitted via the power take-off 
shaft of the tractor, i.e.:

Nun = Npm ± Np„ (5)

here “+” or “- ” depends on the direction of the “promp
ted” reaction of the rotational unit [12, 13].

The tractive power Npl of the soil-processing ag
gregate is calculated pursuant to the following depen
dence:

Npl = Fpl • V, (6)

where Fpl -  traction resistance of a working machine, 
the value of which depends on the construction of its 
active working units.

Let us use the dependence for determining the trac
tion resistance via relative resistance of soil-processing 
machines for further studies [9]:

Fpl = Bun • km (7)
where km -  relative traction resistance of the agricul
tural machine, kN-m-1:

t  = Ab[l + ( K - n ) ^ ] ,  (8)

where k0 -  relative traction resistance of the agricultur
al machine (kN-m-1) at the reference movement veloc
ity V0 = 5 km -(h)-1; Ac -  rate of increase in the relative 
traction resistance, % [9].

Taking into consideration the dependences (7) and 
(8), the tractive power Npj of the machine-tractor ag
gregate will look as follows:

Fpl = k [\+ (V -V a) ^ \ B mV. (9)

It is known that the implementation of tractive power 
in the aggregate is determined by friction properties 
of the tractor, i.e. it depends on the ability of its movers 
to transmit the required (reactive) power for the work 
of the aggregate:

n ,  = F, ■ V, (10)

where N, -  power, conditioned by the friction proper
ties of the tractor; F, -  maximal power of friction for 
the movers of the tractor and soil is determined via the 
dependence [22]:

F, = G ■ 1 ■ , ,  (11)
where 1 -  share of the exploitation weight of the trac
tor per one mover (for wheel-type tractors the formulas
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4K4 and for track-type tractors 1 = 1); ,  -  friction coef
ficient for the tractor movers and soil.

Then, the tractive power Np pl, conditioned by the fric
tion properties of the tractor, with the consideration of 
losses for towing and sliding, may be determined by 
the following dependence:

N ,pl = N, -  Ns -  Nf. (12)

As mentioned above, the tractive power, conditioned 
by the friction properties of the tractor, should exceed 
Npl. Taking into consideration dependences (2) the 
equation (12) for the determination of Np pl will look 
as follows:

N ,pl = GV(1, -  f) -  Ne • nm • s  > Npl. (13)

The calculation of power loss NPTO on the active drive 
of working units of the traction-drive aggregate also 
depends on the construction of working units of the 
agricultural machine. It is known from the theory of 
agricultural machines that the power, spent for work 
of, for instance, a rotational soil-processing machine, 
consists of a sum of powers for the processing of soil, 
the creation of “pushing” power and overcoming losses 
in the machine drive. Here the mentioned components 
of determining the power on the drive of working units 
are specified by a number of their constructive-techno
logical and mode parameters, in particular, the width of 
span and velocity of movement of the unit

Npto = f  (Bun; V) [13].
Taking the abovementioned into consideration, let 

us assume for further studies that some group of ag
ricultural machines, in which the working units were 
similar in construction and driven from the power take
off shaft or the hydrosystem of the tractor, requires the 
power NpTO to their drive and is in proportion to the 
relative power per one unit of the width of span of the 
aggregate and its movement velocity in similar condi
tions of their use:

NPTO = kPTO Bun V, (14)
where kpTO -  relative power, spent for the drive of work
ing units from the power take-off shaft, kN-m-1.

It should be noted that this approach to determining 
relative traction resistance of agricultural machinery, 
in which working units are driven into action from 
power take-off shaft of the aggregating tractor, is pre
sented in [9].

To substantiate this assumption, let us analyze the 
experimental dependence for the total power, spent 
for the work o f the rotational plough PR-2.7, on its
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width of span at different velocities of movement 
(Fig. 2) [13].

According to the information, presented in Fig. 2, 
due to the calculation of relative power kPTO, spent for 
the drive of working units of the rotational plough PR- 
2.7, the equation (14) was used to determine that in the 
range of the mentioned values of the width of span and 
movement velocity the variability of the estimated val
ue kPTO did not exceed 10 %. This result is completely 
acceptable taking into consideration the accuracy of 
the obtained experimental data in Fig. 2 and their ap
proximation. Thus, in general, it is reasonable to as
sume the dependence (14). One should also agree to the 
fact that the relations between the index kPTO and other 
parameters, impacting the power expenses on the drive 
of working units, for instance, by the rate of energy loss 
gain calculated as per 1 km-(h)-1 of velocity gain, etc, 
should be proven with arguments. The determination of 
the index may require the application of more compli
cated dependences. However, it should be highlighted 
that this assumption requires scientific substantiation 
and gives grounds for further studies.

It is clear that power NPTO should not exceed maxi
mally possible power, which the tractor can actually 
transmit via the power take-off shaft or the hydraulic 
system [NmPTO]:

NPTO — NmpTO. (1 5 )
The main criteria of assembling soil-processing ag

gregates with traction and drive working units based on 
energy-saturated tractors of traction-energy concept are 
considered as follows:

-  the maximal performance W of the machine-tractor 
aggregate for 1 h of “pure” work, ha-(h)-1:

W = 0.36 • Bun • V ^  max, (16)

-  maximal tractive qt and complete q coefficients of the
useful action of the tractor:

N p i

* '  =  N - N -----> m a X ’i y e i y PTO
(17)

Np, +  Npmn =  —p . .  - >  max,
' N.

(18)

Fig. 2. The dependence o f the total spent power N  on the 
width o f span Bun o f the plough PR-2.7 at the following 
movement velocities: 1 -  1.17 m-s-1; 2 -  1.95 m-s-1 [13]

The main parameters of determining the criteria, 
characterizing the reasonability of assembling the ag
gregate, is its width of span Bun and the velocity of 
translation movement V.

On uniting equations (4), (5), (9) and (13-19) into 
a single system, we receive the mathematical model 
of realization in the aggregate with traction and drive 
working units of the useful power of the tractor, which 
will ensure maximal effi ciency and minimal fuel ex
pense in actual working conditions:

Na=Nt -r,m{ \ S ) - f - G V > N m, 
K PI = GV(Afi-f) -N '  ■ nm- 5 >  Npl-
n u„=n piu± npI-,

Npl = k,[l + (V-V,„)100] BunV;

Npm=kpm-B„■ V<  [7V Pro];
W = 0.36B -  Fornax;

n  N - N P,
->max;

n = 

q =

N  + Ni y pl 1 i y PTO

N,
10~3q„-Ne 

W

>max; 

-> min.

(20)

The task of assembling the machine-tractor aggre
gate with traction and drive working units depends on 
the set task.

-  minimal (relative) fuel expenses per unit of conduct
ed work q, kg-ha1:

10 \e -N e
q W min, (19)

where qe -  relative (nominal) fuel expense by the trac
tor engine, g-(kW t-h)1.

The method of solving the latter has several ap
proaches:

1) an agricultural machine with traction and energy 
working units should be selected for the given energy- 
saturated tractor;

2) an aggregating tractor, ensuring the maximal ef
ficiency of the aggregate at minimal energy expenses
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for the implementation of a technological operation 
should be selected for the given agricultural machine 
with traction and drive working units;

3) in case of known composition of a soil-processing 
aggregate with traction and drive working units on the 
basis of an energy-saturated tractor, there should be 
substantiation of the rational velocity of its movement, 
according to which the efficient power of tractor engine 
is used in the most complete way in the given condi
tions of exploitation.

Solving the tasks of the first approach involves deter
mining such width of span Bun and velocity of move
ment V of the aggregate, for which the conditions of the 
system of equations will be true (20).

Solving the tasks of the second approach, first of all, 
one should analytically estimate the ranges of minimal
ly required exploitation weight of the tractor Gmin, . ..
,G and the efficient power N . ,...,N of its engine
in the determined range of agrotechnically possible 
velocities V ,...,V  of the aggregate movement, in 
which the conditions of the system of equations will 
be true (20).

Solving the tasks of the third approach comes down 
to the analytical determination of such rational velocity 
V of the movement of the machine-tractor aggregate, 
for which the conditions of the presented system of 
equations will also be true (20).

To accomplish the set task, we shall assume that all 
the parameters of tractors and conditions of exploitation, 
used in the calculations, are weighted mean values. In 
actual conditions all the values of parameters in some 
interval are changed according to the stochastic law. In 
conditions of industrial exploitation, while solving the 
tasks in rational assembling the machine-tractor aggre
gates, the averaged parameters of tractors and conditions 
of their usage are quite acceptable and sufficient [9].

Let us have analytical and subsequent consideration 
of the abovementioned tasks of assembling the ma
chine-tractor aggregate with traction and drive working 
units from three previously set tasks.

1) While solving the tasks of the first approach we 
shall assembly a traction-drive aggregate on the basis 
of an energy-saturated tractor KhTZ-243K.20 in the 
composition of a rotational plough (PR type), promis
ing in Ukraine.

Below we present the technical characteristics of 
such a machine-tractor aggregate and the conditions of 
its operational research.
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Short technical characteristics of KhTZ-243K.20:

Exploitation weight (G), kN 82.9

Engine capacity (Ne), kWt 184

Relative fuel expense (qe) by the engine, 
g-(kWt-h)-1 e 215

Power, which the tractor can transmit

via the power take-off shaft NWO], kWt:

-  at 540 min-1 88.3

-  at 1,000 min-1 158.9

Short technical characteristics of rotational ploughs 
PR [13]:

Relative traction resistance of the plough (k0),

kN-m-1 7.0

Relative power, spent for the drive of working units 
from the power take-off shaft, (kpTO), kN-m-1 17.7

Agrotechnically possible range 

of movement velocities (V .,..., V ), km -(h)1 4 . 7  

Aggregate exploitation conditions: 

Agricultural background -  stubble of grain crops

Rolling resistance coefficient of the tractor 
wheels ( f ) 0.1

Friction coefficient for tractor movers and 
soil (p) 0.7

Permissible coefficient of sliding of 
movers (8) 0.15

Solving the system of equations (20) on PC in 
Mathcad environment allowed obtaining the following 
results: first and foremost, the rational parameters of 
the width of span of the aggregate Bun = 4 m and the 
movement velocity V = 4.81 km-(h)-1. Also, we deter
mined graphic dependences of useful power Na, trac
tive power N  pl and power, required for the work of 
the aggregate Nun on the movement velocity of the ag
gregate in the composition of rotational ploughs PR-4, 
PR-2.7 and PR-2, the width of span Bun of which is 4, 
3, and 1.8 m (Fig. 3).

The analysis of graphic dependences in Fig. 3 dem
onstrates that in the interval of velocities from V tomin
V the tractive possibilities of the aggregating tractor 
are limited by its friction properties (friction of movers 
with soil is insufficient for the realization of the useful 
power of the engine). A part of useful power of the trac
tor engine, which is not used completely to overcome 
tractive resistance of the aggregate, may be transmitted
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Fig. 3. The dependence of aggregate powers on the velocity of its translation movement (traction-drive aggregate ofPR type 
on the basis of tractor KhTZ-243K.20)
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Fig. 4. The dependence of minimally required exploitation weight G of the tractor and the efficient power Ne of its engine for 
aggregating with rotational plough PR-2 at different velocities of its movement

via the power take-off shaft or the hydrosystem of the 
tractor on the drive of working units of agricultural ma
chines or other technological equipment.

The maximal realization of useful power of the trac
tor in the aggregate is achieved in two variants of its 
assembling: at Bun = 4 m and V = 4.81 km-(h)-1 and 
Bun = 3 m and V = 6.18 km-(h)-1. However, according 
to the criteria of maximal productivity, tractive and 
complete coefficient of useful action of the tractor and 
minimal fuel expense, the first variant is better. The 
mentioned parameters for it are W = 1.924 ha-(h)-1, 
qt = 0.416, q = 0.716, q = 20.56 kg-ha-1, contrary to 
the second variant of the aggregate composition, 
in which W = 1.854 ha-(h)-1, qt = 0.402, q = 0.698, 
q = 21.33 kg-ha-1.

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE AND PRACTICE Vol. 5 No. 2 2018

2) Solving the tasks o f the second approach for the 
mentioned rotational plough PR-2 with the width of 
span Bun = 1.8 m, we shall substantiate the required 
efficient power o f the engine and the weight o f the 
tractor, which ensures the maximal performance of 
the aggregate at minimal energy expenses for the 
implementation of a technological operation. The 
technical indices o f rotational ploughs and the work
ing conditions o f the aggregate shall be the same as 
for the first task.

Solving the system of equations (20) on PC in 
M athcad environment allowed determining the rang
es of minimal required exploitation weight of the 
aggregating tractor 33.4...33.5 kN and the efficient 
power 63...113 kW t o f its engine in the set range of
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4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0
Speed V, km -h_1

Fig. 5. The dependence o f the aggregate power in the structure o f tractor KhTZ-243K.20 and plough PR-2.7 on the velocity 
o f its translation movement

agrotechnically possible velocities o f the aggregate 
movement (Fig. 4).

The range of power was also determined as
35.4_61.9 kWt, spent for the drive of working units of
the rotational plough in the interval of agrotechnically 
possible velocities of its movement.

A required aggregating tractor is selected by the cal
culated parameters. This may be one of KYI-14102 
tractors, or Belarus-1221.2, produced by MTZ-Ukraine 
Company, the weight of which is 39 kN and 52 kN, and 
the nominal efficient power of engines is 77.2 kWt and
96.0 kWt respectively.

The analysis of the graphic dependence, presented 
in Fig. 4, indicates that with the increase in the move
ment velocity of the aggregate, considered in the range 
from 4.0 to 7.0 km -(h)1, the intensity of increasing the 
required exploitation weight G of the tractor and ef
ficient power N  of its engine is different. It is known 
that the ratio of the mentioned parameters determines 
the required level of the energy saturation of the trac
tor. In the mentioned interval of movement velocity, 
the required level of energy saturation of the tractor 
Ne'G-1 changes from 1.89 to 3.18 kWt-(kN)-1. How
ever, according to the recent forecast of the dynamics 
of energy saturation of tractors up to 2030 [3], the in
dex of their energy saturation may be only at the level 
of 2.55 kW t-(kN)1. At this level of energy saturation, 
the tractor in the structure of the aggregate under study 
may develop the movement velocity not exceeding 5.5 
km -(h)1 (see Fig. 4).

3) Solving the tasks of the third approach, let us 
substantiate the rational movement velocity of the
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traction-drive aggregate in the structure of tractor 
KhTZ-243K.20 and the rotational plough PR-2.7 with 
the width of span B = 3 m. The technical indices ofun
rotational ploughs and the working conditions of the 
aggregate shall be the same as for the first task.

Therefore, solving the task of the third approach 
comes down to determining the rational movement ve
locity of this aggregate, at which the tractive possibili
ties of the tractor are used the most in the conditions 
under consideration.

Solving the system of equations (20) on PC in 
Mathcad environment with regards to the movement 
velocity V of the mentioned aggregate demonstrated 
(Fig. 5) that in the whole interval under consideration 
the power N ,  conditioned by the friction properties 
of the tractor, exceeded its tractive power N  .  And 
this means that the movers of tractor KhTZ-243K.20 
in the mentioned interval of the agrotechnically pos
sible movement velocity are capable of transmitting the 
required reactive power for the work of the aggregate 
with the consideration of losses for towing and roll
ing. Therefore, according to the initial conditions of the 
task the friction properties of the tractor are sufficient 
to overcome the traction resistance of plough PR-2.7.

However, if  in the movement velocity interval from
4.0 to 6.18 km -(h)1 the useful power Na of the tractor 
may be realized by the latter for the work of the men
tioned traction-drive aggregate, it is not possible in the 
interval from 6.18 to 7.0 km-(h )1 (see Fig. 5). It is ab
solutely obvious that the rational velocity of the aggre
gate movement under consideration may be achieved 
in case of complete realization of useful power Na by
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the tractor i.e. on condition of equality Na = Nm. Ac
cording to the mentioned equation of power it follows 
that the rational value of the movement velocity of this 
aggregate is 6.18 km -(h )1.

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of assembling soil-processing aggre
gates with traction and drive working units on the basis 
of energy-saturated tractors of tractor-energy concept 
should be solved with the consideration of the suggest
ed condition of useful power via traction, determined 
by the friction properties of a tractor, and the power 
which the tractor can actually transmit via the power 
take-off shaft or the hydrosystem.

This method may be used to solve tasks of assem
bling the soil-processing aggregates with traction and 
drive working units on the basis of technical informa
tion, presented in the characteristics of tractors and ag
ricultural machines and common reference literature 
on the issues of the use of machines in agriculture. The 
assumption, by which the calculation of power for the 
drive of working units is made via averaged values of 
relative power per one unit of the width of span and 
movement velocity of the aggregate, is subject to fur
ther substantiation.

floc^i«*eHHH yMOB KOMn^eKTysaHHH 
THroBO-npHBOAHHx rpyHTOo6po6HHx arperaTiB 
3 TpaKTOpaMH THrOBO-eHepreTHHHO'i KOHuenuii
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1 HaqioHantHHH HayKOBHH qeHTp “iHCTHTyr MexaHi3auii 
Ta eneKTpn^iKauii cintctKoro rocnouapcTBa”

2 HamoHantHHH yHiBepcHTeT 6iopecypciB i 
npHpouoKopHcryBaHHa yKpaiHH 

3 TaBpiHctKHH uep*aBHHH arpoTexHonorinHHH 
yHiBepcHTeT

noaBa aGconrorrao hobhx eHeproHacHneHHx TpaKTopiB Ta- 
roBo-eHepreTHHHoi KoHuenuii noTpe6ye ctorouHi He Tint- 
kh hobhx npHHUHniB ix arperaryBaHHa, a i MeTouHKH 
KoMnneKTyBaHHa arperaTiB Ha ix ocHoBi. MeTa. niuBH- 
meHHfl e^eKTHBHocTi KoMnneKTyBaHHa rpyHToo6po6HHx 
arperaTiB 3 TaroBHMH i npHBouHHMH po6ohhmh opraHa- 
mh Ha ocHoBi eHeproHacHHeHHx TpaKTopiB TaroBo-eHep- 
reTHHHoi KoHpenpii. MeTO^H. npH BHKoHaHHi uocniu*:eH- 
Ha BHKopHcTaHi MeTouH Teopii TpaKTopa, MamHHoBHKo- 
pHcTaHHa, nontoBHX eKcnepHMeHTantHHX uocmu*eHt, 
cTaTHcTHHHi MeTouH o6po6KH pe3yntTaTiB uocniu*eHt, a 
TaKo* MeTouH cKnauaHHa nporpaM Ta hhctobhx po3pa- 
xyHKiB Ha nK . Pe3y^BTaTH. 3anponoHoBaHo MeTouHKy

KoMnneKTyBaHHa rpyHToo6po6HHx arperaTiB 3 TaroBH- 
mh i npHBouHHMH po6ohhmh opraHaMH Ha ocHoBi TexHin- 
hoi iH^opMapii, uocTynHoi mHpoKoMy Kony $axiB@B. 
Bhchobkh. npo6neMy KoMnneKTyBaHHa rpyHToo6po6HHx 
arperaTiB 3 TaroBHMH i npHBouHHMH po6ohhmh opraHa
MH Ha ocHoBi eHeproHacHHeHHx TpaKTopiB TaroBo-eHep- 
reTHHHoi KoHuenuii cniu po3B’a3yBaTH 3 ypaxyBaHHaM 
3anponoHoBaHoi yMoBH peani3ami kophchoi noTy*Hocri 
nepe3 TaroBy, BH3HaneHy 3ninHHMH BnacTHBocraMH TpaK
Topa, i noTy*Hocri, aKy TpaKTop 3uaTHHH ^aKTHHHo ne- 
peuaTH nepe3 Ban B@6opy nory^Hocri a6o riupocHcTeMy.

K^MHOBi c.ioBa: eHeproHacHneHHH TpaKTop, TaroBo-npH- 
bouhhh arperaT, mBHUKicTt, noTy*HicTt, KoMnneKTyBaHHa.

Hcc^e^OBaHHe ycnoBHH KOMnneKTOBaHHH 
TnroBO-npHBOAHMx lioHBooopaoaiMiBaHMiuix arperaTOB 

c TpaKTOpaMH TnroBoro-3HepreTHHecKOH KOHuenuHH

B. B. AuaMHyK 1, B. M. EynraKoB 2,
H. B. TonoBan 2, B. n . KyBanoB 3

e-mail: nnc-imesg@ukr.net, vbulgakov@meta.ua, 
kuvachoff@ukr.net

1 HaqHoHantHtra HayHHtiH qeHTp «HHcTHTyT MexaHH3aqHH 
h 3neKTpH^HKauHH centcKoro xo3aHcTBa»,

2 HauHoHa^tHtiH yHHBepcHTeT 6HopecypcoB h 
npHpouonont>3oBaHHa yKpaHHH,

3 TaBpHHcKHH rocyuapcTBeHHHH arpoTexHonorHHecKHH 
yHHBepcHTeT

noaBneHHe coBepmeHHo hobhx 3HeproHactimeHHHx TpaK- 
TopoB TaroBo-3HepreTHHecKob KoHqenqHH Tpe6yeT cerouHa 
He TontKo hobhx npHHqHnoB hx arperaTHpoBaHHa, a h 
MeTouHKH KoMnneKToBaHHa arperaroB Ha hx ocHoBe. 
H^enb. noBtmeHHe 3^eKTHBHocTH KoMnneKToBaHHa 
noHBoo6pa6aTHBaromHX arperaroB c TaroBHMH h npH
BouHHMH pa6ouHMH opraHaMH Ha ocHoBe 3HeproHacti- 
meHHHx TpaKTopoB TaroBo-3HepreTHnecKoH KoHqenqHH. 
MeTO^M. npH BtnonHeHHH HccneuoBaHHa Hcnont3oBa- 
hh  MeTout TeopHH TpaKTopa, MamHHoHcnont3oBaHHa, 
noneBtx 3KcnepHMeHTantHHx HccneuoBaHHH, cTaTHcTH- 
necKHe MeTouti o6pa6oTKH pe3yntTaroB HccneuoBaHHH, 
a TaK*e MeTout cocTaBneHHa nporpaMM h hhctobhx 
pacneToB Ha nK . Pe3y^BTaTM. npeuno*eHa MeTouHKa 
KoMnneKToBaHHa nonBoo6pa6aTHBaromHX arperaroB c Ta
roBHMH h npHBouHHMH pa6onHMH opraHaMH Ha oc
HoBe TexHHHecKoH HH^opMauHH, uocrynHoH mHpoKoMy 
Kpyry cneqHanHcroB. Bimboumi. npo6neMy KoMnneKTo- 
BaHHa noHBoo6pa6aTHBaromHX arperaroB c TaroBHMH h 
npHBouHHMH pa6oHHMH opraHaMH Ha ocHoBe 3Hepro- 
HactmeHHHx TpaKTopoB TaroBo-3HepreTHHecKoH KoHqen- 
Uhh cneuyeT pem art c yneToM npeuno*eHHoH ycnoBHaMH 
pea^H3aqHH none3HoH mo^ hocth nepe3 TaroByro, onpe- 
ueneHHyro cqenHHMH cBoHcTBaMH TpaKTopa h mo^ hocth, 
TpaKTop cnoco6eH ^aKTHnecKH nepeuart nepe3 Ban oT6opa 
mo^ hocth hhh rHupocHcreMy.
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K^roneBMe cuosa: 3HeproHacBi^eHHBiu TpaKTop, tatobo- 
npHBO^HOH arperar, cKopocrt, mo^ hoctb, KOMnneKTo- 
BaHHe.
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